
្គន់ែតសមូ 

 ម"#ថយ ៧ ៈ៧-៨ / េល ាក្គ/ ផល ចំេរ ីន / អទិត#: ០៩-០២-១៨ 

 ៉៧ ចូរសូម េនះែតងនឹងឲ12មកអ្ក ចូររក េនះែតងនឹងេឃ ីញ ចូរេគះ េនះែតងនឹងេប ីកឲ12អ្ក 
៨ ដ1=ិតអស់អ្កណែដលសូម េនះរែមងបន អ្កណែដលរក េនះរែមងេឃ ីញ 

េហ ីយនឹងេប ីកឲ12អ្កណែដលេគះែដរ   ៉ 

១˘   បពុេ្ហតែុដលេយ ីងសូមដល់្ ពះអង្ – េដយេ្ពះ្ទងជ់ៈ  

  ក˘  ្ពះែដលេ្បសេលះេយ ីង  (េអសយ ៤៣ ៈ២)  
      ៉២ ្ពះេយហូវI1 ជ្ពះែដលបេង្ ីតឯងមក ... ជ្ពះែដលជបសូនឯង ្ទង់មនបន្Qល 
   ដូេច្ះថ កំ ុឲ12ខV1ចេឡ ីយ ដ1=ិតអញបនេលះឯងេហ ីយ អញបនេហចំេឈ[1ះឯង ឯង 
   ជរបស់ផងអញ   ៉  
  ខ˘  ្ពះែដល្ប្សយ័ទកទ់ងេយ ីង  (វZវរណះ ៣ ៈ២០)  
     ៉២០ េម ីល អញឈរេនមត់ទa1រទំងេគះ េប ីអ្កណឮសំេឡងអញ េហ ីយេប ីកទa1រឲ12 
   េនះអញនឹងចូលេទឯអ្កេនះ អញនឹងបរdេភគជមួយនឹងអ្កេនះ េហ ីយអ្កេនះ 
   ជមួយនឹងអញែដរ   ៉  
  គ˘  ្ពះែដលបបីចរ់ក#\េយ ីង  (ទំនុកដំេក ីង ១០៣ ៈ១៣-១៤)  
      ៉១៣ ្ពះេយហូវI1្ទង់មន្ពះហឬទ័យអណិតដល់អស់អ្កែដលេកតខV1ចដល់្ទង់ 
   ដូចជឪពុកមនចិត្អសូរដល់កូនរបស់ខ្sនែដរ      ១៤ ដ1=ិត្ទង់សv1ល់រងកយរបស់ 
   េយ ីង ក៏នឹកចំថ េយ ីង្គន់ែតជធូលីដីបុ ៉េណ{1ះ   ៉ ្ពះគតិគរូពេីយ ីងនិងអចេធ ្ីអ្កីប៏ន 

២˘   ែបបបទែដលេយ ីងសមូដល់្ ពះអង ្– េយ ីង្ត/វៈ  

  ក˘  សមូេដយចតិេ្ស`#ះ  (យ"#កុប ១ ៈ៦-៧)  
     ៉៦ ែត្ត}វឲ12អ្កេនះសូមេដយចិត្េជឿ ឥតសង1�័យអ្ីេសះ ដ1=ិតអ្កណែដលសង1�័យ 
   េនះេ្បៀបដុចជរលកសមុ្ទែដល្ត}វផត់េដយខ12ល់ ទំងរ�េព ីកចុះេ ឡីង ៧ ក ំុឲ12 
   មនុស1�យ�1ងេនះនឹកស[1នថ ខ្sននឹងបនអ្ីពី្ពះអម�1ស់េឡ ីយ   ៉  
  ខ˘  េគះេដយចតិស្ង#dមឹ (២ កូរZនថូស ១២ ៈ៨-៩)  
     ៉៨ ខ្�ំបនសូមអង្រដល់្ពះអម�1ស់៣ដង   ឲ12េសចក្ីេនះថយេចញពីខ្�ំេទ   ៩ ែត្ទង ់
   មនបន្Qលមកខ្�ំថ គុណរបស់អញល្មដល់ឯងេហ ីយ ដ1=ិតកំឡំងបនេពញខ�1ត ...   ៉  
  គ˘  ែសង្រកេដយចតិស្៊បូ្hរ (េយេរម ២៩ ៈ១២-១៣)  
      ៉១២ េនះឯងរល់គ�1នឹងអំពវនវដល់អញ េហ ីយនឹងេទអធិស�1នដល់អញ រួចអញ 
   នឹងយល់្ពមតម ១៣ ឯងរល់គ�1នឹងែស្ងរកអញ េហ ីយនឹងេឃ ីញផង គឺកលណ 
   ឯងែស្ងរកអញឲ12អស់ពីចិត ្  ៉  

JUST ASK 
Matthew 7:7-8 / Pastor Chamron Phal / Sunday, 09-02-18 

 

“7 Ask, and you will receive. Search, and you will find. Knock, and the door will be 
opened for you. 8 Everyone who asks will receive. Everyone who searches will find.  

And the door will be opened for everyone who knocks.” 
 
1. Why we just ask God – Because He is: 

 A. The God who redeemed us  (Isaiah 43:2)  
 “2 But now, this is what the LORD says — he who created you, Jacob, he who  
 formed you, Israel: “Do not fear, for I have redeemed you; I have summoned  
 you by name; you are mine.” NIV 
 
 B. The God who has a relationship with us  (Revelation 3:20)  

“20 Look! I stand at the door and knock. If you hear my voice and open the door, 
I will come in, and we will share a meal together as friends.” NIV 

 
 
 C. The God who remembers us (Psalm 103:13-14) 
 “13 As a father has compassion on his children, so the LORD has compassion  
 on those who fear him; 14 for he knows how we are formed, he remembers 
  that we are dust.” NIV   God cares and He is capable in all thing. 
 
  
2. Ways we just ask God – We must: 
 A. Ask faithfully (James 1:6-7) 

“6 But when you ask, you must believe and not doubt, because the one who 
doubts is like a wave of the sea, blown and tossed by the wind. 7 That person 
should not expect to receive anything from the Lord.” NIV  

 
 B. Knock fervently  (2 Corinthians 12:8-9)  

“8 Three times I begged the Lord to make this suffering go away. 9 But he 
 replied, “My kindness is all you need. My power is strongest when you are 
 weak.” So if Christ keeps giving me his power, I will gladly brag about how 
 weak I am.” CEV 
 
 C. Seek firmly  (Jeremiah 29:12-13)  

 “12 Then you will call on me and come and pray to me, and I will listen to you. 
 13 You will seek me and find me when you seek me with all your heart.” NIV 
 
 
 
 



្គន់ែតសមូ 
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 ៉៧ ចូរសូម េនះែតងនឹងឲ12មកអ្ក ចូររក េនះែតងនឹងេឃ ីញ ចូរេគះ េនះែតងនឹងេប ីកឲ12អ្ក 
៨ ដ1=ិតអស់អ្កណែដលសូម េនះរែមងបន អ្កណែដលរក េនះរែមងេឃ ីញ 

េហ ីយនឹងេប ីកឲ12អ្កណែដលេគះែដរ   ៉ 

១˘   __ប____________ ែដលេយ ីងសូមដល់្ ពះអង្ – េដយេ្ពះ្ទងជ់ៈ  

  ក˘  ្ពះែដល __ប_______________ េយ ីង  (េអសយ ៤៣ ៈ២)  
      ៉២ ្ពះេយហូវI1 ជ្ពះែដលបេង្ ីតឯងមក ... ជ្ពះែដលជបសូនឯង ្ទង់មនបន្Qល 
   ដូេច្ះថ កំ ុឲ12ខV1ចេឡ ីយ ដ1=ិតអញបនេលះឯងេហ ីយ អញបនេហចំេឈ[1ះឯង ឯង 
   ជរបស់ផងអញ   ៉  
  ខ˘  ្ពះែដល __ប_______________ ទក់ទងេយ ីង  (វZវរណះ ៣ ៈ២០)  
     ៉២០ េម ីល អញឈរេនមត់ទa1រទំងេគះ េប ីអ្កណឮសំេឡងអញ េហ ីយេប ីកទa1រឲ12 
   េនះអញនឹងចូលេទឯអ្កេនះ អញនឹងបរdេភគជមួយនឹងអ្កេនះ េហ ីយអ្កេនះ 
   ជមួយនឹងអញែដរ   ៉  
  គ˘  ្ពះែដល __ប_______________ េយ ីង  (ទំនុកដំេក ីង ១០៣ ៈ១៣-១៤)  
      ៉១៣ ្ពះេយហូវI1្ទង់មន្ពះហឬទ័យអណិតដល់អស់អ្កែដលេកតខV1ចដល់្ទង់ 
   ដូចជឪពុកមនចិត្អសូរដល់កូនរបស់ខ្sនែដរ      ១៤ ដ1=ិត្ទង់សv1ល់រងកយរបស់ 
   េយ ីង ក៏នឹកចំថ េយ ីង្គន់ែតជធូលីដីបុ ៉េណ{1ះ   ៉ ្ពះគតិគរូពេីយ ីងនិងអចេធ ្ីអ្កីប៏ន 

២˘   __ប____________ ែដលេយ ីងសូមដល់្ ពះអង្ – េយ ីង្ត/វៈ  

  ក˘  សមូេដយចតិ ្__ស____________   (យ"#កុប ១ ៈ៦-៧)  
     ៉៦ ែត្ត}វឲ12អ្កេនះសូមេដយចិត្េជឿ ឥតសង1�័យអ្ីេសះ ដ1=ិតអ្កណែដលសង1�័យ 
   េនះេ្បៀបដុចជរលកសមុ្ទែដល្ត}វផត់េដយខ12ល់ ទំងរ�េព ីកចុះេ ឡីង ៧ ក ំុឲ12 
   មនុស1�យ�1ងេនះនឹកស[1នថ ខ្sននឹងបនអ្ីពី្ពះអម�1ស់េឡ ីយ   ៉  
  ខ˘  េគះេដយចតិ ្__ស____________   (២ កូរZនថូស ១២ ៈ៨-៩)  
     ៉៨ ខ្�ំបនសូមអង្រដល់្ពះអម�1ស់៣ដង   ឲ12េសចក្ីេនះថយេចញពីខ្�ំេទ   ៩ ែត្ទង ់
   មនបន្Qលមកខ្�ំថ គុណរបស់អញល្មដល់ឯងេហ ីយ ដ1=ិតកំឡំងបនេពញខ�1ត ...   ៉  
  គ˘  ែសង្រកេដយចតិ ្__ស____________   (េយេរម ២៩ ៈ១២-១៣)  
      ៉១២ េនះឯងរល់គ�1នឹងអំពវនវដល់អញ េហ ីយនឹងេទអធិស�1នដល់អញ រួចអញ 
   នឹងយល់្ពមតម ១៣ ឯងរល់គ�1នឹងែស្ងរកអញ េហ ីយនឹងេឃ ីញផង គឺកលណ 
   ឯងែស្ងរកអញឲ12អស់ពីចិត ្  ៉  

JUST ASK 
Matthew 7:7-8 / Pastor Chamron Phal / Sunday, 09-02-18 

 

“7 Ask, and you will receive. Search, and you will find. Knock, and the door will be 
opened for you. 8 Everyone who asks will receive. Everyone who searches will find.  

And the door will be opened for everyone who knocks.” 
 
1. Why we just ask God – Because He is: 

 A. The God who redeemed us  (Isaiah 43:2)  
 “2 But now, this is what the LORD says — he who created you, Jacob, he who  
 formed you, Israel: “Do not fear, for I have redeemed you; I have summoned  
 you by name; you are mine.” NIV 
 
 B. The God who has a relationship with us  (Revelation 3:20)  

“20 Look! I stand at the door and knock. If you hear my voice and open the door, 
I will come in, and we will share a meal together as friends.” NIV 

 
 
 C. The God who remembers us (Psalm 103:13-14) 
 “13 As a father has compassion on his children, so the LORD has compassion  
 on those who fear him; 14 for he knows how we are formed, he remembers 
  that we are dust.” NIV   God cares and He is capable in all thing. 
 
  
2. Ways we just ask God – We must: 
 A. Ask faithfully (James 1:6-7) 

“6 But when you ask, you must believe and not doubt, because the one who 
doubts is like a wave of the sea, blown and tossed by the wind. 7 That person 
should not expect to receive anything from the Lord.” NIV  

 
 B. Knock fervently  (2 Corinthians 12:8-9)  

“8 Three times I begged the Lord to make this suffering go away. 9 But he 
 replied, “My kindness is all you need. My power is strongest when you are 
 weak.” So if Christ keeps giving me his power, I will gladly brag about how 
 weak I am.” CEV 
 
 C. Seek firmly  (Jeremiah 29:12-13)  

 “12 Then you will call on me and come and pray to me, and I will listen to you. 
 13 You will seek me and find me when you seek me with all your heart.” NIV 
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 ៉៧ ចូរសូម េនះែតងនឹងឲ12មកអ្ក ចូររក េនះែតងនឹងេឃ ីញ ចូរេគះ េនះែតងនឹងេប ីកឲ12អ្ក 
៨ ដ1=ិតអស់អ្កណែដលសូម េនះរែមងបន អ្កណែដលរក េនះរែមងេឃ ីញ 

េហ ីយនឹងេប ីកឲ12អ្កណែដលេគះែដរ   ៉ 

១˘   បពុេ្ហតែុដលេយ ីងសូមដល់្ ពះអង្ – េដយេ្ពះ្ទងជ់ៈ  

  ក˘  ្ពះែដលេ្បសេលះេយ ីង  (េអសយ ៤៣ ៈ២)  
      ៉២ ្ពះេយហូវI1 ជ្ពះែដលបេង្ ីតឯងមក ... ជ្ពះែដលជបសូនឯង ្ទង់មនបន្Qល 
   ដូេច្ះថ កំ ុឲ12ខV1ចេឡ ីយ ដ1=ិតអញបនេលះឯងេហ ីយ អញបនេហចំេឈ[1ះឯង ឯង 
   ជរបស់ផងអញ   ៉  
  ខ˘  ្ពះែដល្ប្សយ័ទកទ់ងេយ ីង  (វZវរណះ ៣ ៈ២០)  
     ៉២០ េម ីល អញឈរេនមត់ទa1រទំងេគះ េប ីអ្កណឮសំេឡងអញ េហ ីយេប ីកទa1រឲ12 
   េនះអញនឹងចូលេទឯអ្កេនះ អញនឹងបរdេភគជមួយនឹងអ្កេនះ េហ ីយអ្កេនះ 
   ជមួយនឹងអញែដរ   ៉  
  គ˘  ្ពះែដលបបីចរ់ក#\េយ ីង  (ទំនុកដំេក ីង ១០៣ ៈ១៣-១៤)  
      ៉១៣ ្ពះេយហូវI1្ទង់មន្ពះហឬទ័យអណិតដល់អស់អ្កែដលេកតខV1ចដល់្ទង់ 
   ដូចជឪពុកមនចិត្អសូរដល់កូនរបស់ខ្sនែដរ      ១៤ ដ1=ិត្ទង់សv1ល់រងកយរបស់ 
   េយ ីង ក៏នឹកចំថ េយ ីង្គន់ែតជធូលីដីបុ ៉េណ{1ះ   ៉ ្ពះគតិគរូពេីយ ីងនិងអចេធ ្ីអ្កីប៏ន 

២˘   ែបបបទែដលេយ ីងសមូដល់្ ពះអង ្– េយ ីង្ត/វៈ  

  ក˘  សមូេដយចតិេ្ស`#ះ  (យ"#កុប ១ ៈ៦-៧)  
     ៉៦ ែត្ត}វឲ12អ្កេនះសូមេដយចិត្េជឿ ឥតសង1�័យអ្ីេសះ ដ1=ិតអ្កណែដលសង1�័យ 
   េនះេ្បៀបដុចជរលកសមុ្ទែដល្ត}វផត់េដយខ12ល់ ទំងរ�េព ីកចុះេ ឡីង ៧ ក ំុឲ12 
   មនុស1�យ�1ងេនះនឹកស[1នថ ខ្sននឹងបនអ្ីពី្ពះអម�1ស់េឡ ីយ   ៉  
  ខ˘  េគះេដយចតិស្ង#dមឹ (២ កូរZនថូស ១២ ៈ៨-៩)  
     ៉៨ ខ្�ំបនសូមអង្រដល់្ពះអម�1ស់៣ដង   ឲ12េសចក្ីេនះថយេចញពីខ្�ំេទ   ៩ ែត្ទង ់
   មនបន្Qលមកខ្�ំថ គុណរបស់អញល្មដល់ឯងេហ ីយ ដ1=ិតកំឡំងបនេពញខ�1ត ...   ៉  
  គ˘  ែសង្រកេដយចតិស្៊បូ្hរ (េយេរម ២៩ ៈ១២-១៣)  
      ៉១២ េនះឯងរល់គ�1នឹងអំពវនវដល់អញ េហ ីយនឹងេទអធិស�1នដល់អញ រួចអញ 
   នឹងយល់្ពមតម ១៣ ឯងរល់គ�1នឹងែស្ងរកអញ េហ ីយនឹងេឃ ីញផង គឺកលណ 
   ឯងែស្ងរកអញឲ12អស់ពីចិត ្  ៉  

JUST ASK 
Matthew 7:7-8 / Pastor Chamron Phal / Sunday, 09-02-18 

 

“7 Ask, and you will receive. Search, and you will find. Knock, and the door will be 
opened for you. 8 Everyone who asks will receive. Everyone who searches will find.  

And the door will be opened for everyone who knocks.” 
 
1. Why we just ask God – Because He is: 

 A. The God who redeemed us  (Isaiah 43:2)  
 “2 But now, this is what the LORD says — he who created you, Jacob, he who  
 formed you, Israel: “Do not fear, for I have redeemed you; I have summoned  
 you by name; you are mine.” NIV 
 
 B. The God who has a relationship with us  (Revelation 3:20)  

“20 Look! I stand at the door and knock. If you hear my voice and open the door, 
I will come in, and we will share a meal together as friends.” NIV 

 
 
 C. The God who remembers us (Psalm 103:13-14) 
 “13 As a father has compassion on his children, so the LORD has compassion  
 on those who fear him; 14 for he knows how we are formed, he remembers 
  that we are dust.” NIV   God cares and He is capable in all thing. 
 
  
2. Ways we just ask God – We must: 
 A. Ask faithfully (James 1:6-7) 

“6 But when you ask, you must believe and not doubt, because the one who 
doubts is like a wave of the sea, blown and tossed by the wind. 7 That person 
should not expect to receive anything from the Lord.” NIV  

 
 B. Knock fervently  (2 Corinthians 12:8-9)  

“8 Three times I begged the Lord to make this suffering go away. 9 But he 
 replied, “My kindness is all you need. My power is strongest when you are 
 weak.” So if Christ keeps giving me his power, I will gladly brag about how 
 weak I am.” CEV 
 
 C. Seek firmly  (Jeremiah 29:12-13)  

 “12 Then you will call on me and come and pray to me, and I will listen to you. 
 13 You will seek me and find me when you seek me with all your heart.” NIV 
 
 
 
 



្គន់ែតសមូ 

 ម"#ថយ ៧ ៈ៧-៨ / េល ាក្គ/ ផល ចំេរ ីន / អទិត#: ០៩-០២-១៨ 

 ៉៧ ចូរសូម េនះែតងនឹងឲ12មកអ្ក ចូររក េនះែតងនឹងេឃ ីញ ចូរេគះ េនះែតងនឹងេប ីកឲ12អ្ក 
៨ ដ1=ិតអស់អ្កណែដលសូម េនះរែមងបន អ្កណែដលរក េនះរែមងេឃ ីញ 

េហ ីយនឹងេប ីកឲ12អ្កណែដលេគះែដរ   ៉ 

១˘   __ប____________ ែដលេយ ីងសូមដល់្ ពះអង្ – េដយេ្ពះ្ទងជ់ៈ  

  ក˘  ្ពះែដល __ប_______________ េយ ីង  (េអសយ ៤៣ ៈ២)  
      ៉២ ្ពះេយហូវI1 ជ្ពះែដលបេង្ ីតឯងមក ... ជ្ពះែដលជបសូនឯង ្ទង់មនបន្Qល 
   ដូេច្ះថ កំ ុឲ12ខV1ចេឡ ីយ ដ1=ិតអញបនេលះឯងេហ ីយ អញបនេហចំេឈ[1ះឯង ឯង 
   ជរបស់ផងអញ   ៉  
  ខ˘  ្ពះែដល __ប_______________ ទក់ទងេយ ីង  (វZវរណះ ៣ ៈ២០)  
     ៉២០ េម ីល អញឈរេនមត់ទa1រទំងេគះ េប ីអ្កណឮសំេឡងអញ េហ ីយេប ីកទa1រឲ12 
   េនះអញនឹងចូលេទឯអ្កេនះ អញនឹងបរdេភគជមួយនឹងអ្កេនះ េហ ីយអ្កេនះ 
   ជមួយនឹងអញែដរ   ៉  
  គ˘  ្ពះែដល __ប_______________ េយ ីង  (ទំនុកដំេក ីង ១០៣ ៈ១៣-១៤)  
      ៉១៣ ្ពះេយហូវI1្ទង់មន្ពះហឬទ័យអណិតដល់អស់អ្កែដលេកតខV1ចដល់្ទង់ 
   ដូចជឪពុកមនចិត្អសូរដល់កូនរបស់ខ្sនែដរ      ១៤ ដ1=ិត្ទង់សv1ល់រងកយរបស់ 
   េយ ីង ក៏នឹកចំថ េយ ីង្គន់ែតជធូលីដីបុ ៉េណ{1ះ   ៉ ្ពះគតិគរូពេីយ ីងនិងអចេធ ្ីអ្កីប៏ន 

២˘   __ប____________ ែដលេយ ីងសូមដល់្ ពះអង្ – េយ ីង្ត/វៈ  

  ក˘  សមូេដយចតិ ្__ស____________   (យ"#កុប ១ ៈ៦-៧)  
     ៉៦ ែត្ត}វឲ12អ្កេនះសូមេដយចិត្េជឿ ឥតសង1�័យអ្ីេសះ ដ1=ិតអ្កណែដលសង1�័យ 
   េនះេ្បៀបដុចជរលកសមុ្ទែដល្ត}វផត់េដយខ12ល់ ទំងរ�េព ីកចុះេ ឡីង ៧ ក ំុឲ12 
   មនុស1�យ�1ងេនះនឹកស[1នថ ខ្sននឹងបនអ្ីពី្ពះអម�1ស់េឡ ីយ   ៉  
  ខ˘  េគះេដយចតិ ្__ស____________   (២ កូរZនថូស ១២ ៈ៨-៩)  
     ៉៨ ខ្�ំបនសូមអង្រដល់្ពះអម�1ស់៣ដង   ឲ12េសចក្ីេនះថយេចញពីខ្�ំេទ   ៩ ែត្ទង ់
   មនបន្Qលមកខ្�ំថ គុណរបស់អញល្មដល់ឯងេហ ីយ ដ1=ិតកំឡំងបនេពញខ�1ត ...   ៉  
  គ˘  ែសង្រកេដយចតិ ្__ស____________   (េយេរម ២៩ ៈ១២-១៣)  
      ៉១២ េនះឯងរល់គ�1នឹងអំពវនវដល់អញ េហ ីយនឹងេទអធិស�1នដល់អញ រួចអញ 
   នឹងយល់្ពមតម ១៣ ឯងរល់គ�1នឹងែស្ងរកអញ េហ ីយនឹងេឃ ីញផង គឺកលណ 
   ឯងែស្ងរកអញឲ12អស់ពីចិត ្  ៉  

JUST ASK 
Matthew 7:7-8 / Pastor Chamron Phal / Sunday, 09-02-18 

 

“7 Ask, and you will receive. Search, and you will find. Knock, and the door will be 
opened for you. 8 Everyone who asks will receive. Everyone who searches will find.  

And the door will be opened for everyone who knocks.” 
 
1. Why we just ask God – Because He is: 

 A. The God who redeemed us  (Isaiah 43:2)  
 “2 But now, this is what the LORD says — he who created you, Jacob, he who  
 formed you, Israel: “Do not fear, for I have redeemed you; I have summoned  
 you by name; you are mine.” NIV 
 
 B. The God who has a relationship with us  (Revelation 3:20)  

“20 Look! I stand at the door and knock. If you hear my voice and open the door, 
I will come in, and we will share a meal together as friends.” NIV 

 
 
 C. The God who remembers us (Psalm 103:13-14) 
 “13 As a father has compassion on his children, so the LORD has compassion  
 on those who fear him; 14 for he knows how we are formed, he remembers 
  that we are dust.” NIV   God cares and He is capable in all thing. 
 
  
2. Ways we just ask God – We must: 
 A. Ask faithfully (James 1:6-7) 

“6 But when you ask, you must believe and not doubt, because the one who 
doubts is like a wave of the sea, blown and tossed by the wind. 7 That person 
should not expect to receive anything from the Lord.” NIV  

 
 B. Knock fervently  (2 Corinthians 12:8-9)  

“8 Three times I begged the Lord to make this suffering go away. 9 But he 
 replied, “My kindness is all you need. My power is strongest when you are 
 weak.” So if Christ keeps giving me his power, I will gladly brag about how 
 weak I am.” CEV 
 
 C. Seek firmly  (Jeremiah 29:12-13)  

 “12 Then you will call on me and come and pray to me, and I will listen to you. 
 13 You will seek me and find me when you seek me with all your heart.” NIV 

 
 


